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1. Introduction 

In the previou1 papen [1,2\ the formrJ.iam of the boaonic path integral• wu developed for interact
ing Dirt.e fermion• in D-dimensional Euclidean apace-time. Repreaentation1 (1.1.14) and (1.1.15)1 

for the efFective action a.nd propag&tor of interacting D-dimenaional Dirac fermion• u IUml over 
.U path• in the a~-apace were obtained 

and 

and for the 1pinor functional M o[Zj for arbitrary D relation wu found 

Mo[>[~ fvo.M,.[o[, o=D+I, .. ·,4d1 -l 

The expre11ion for the apinor functional M1o~[il] wu obtained 

(1.1) 

(1.3) 

( 
· r " r · ) M,.[z[ = £v~(~) 'D~(z) )I, z(T))(I, z(O)I exp - ~d /, dt E~••l'l(z)z. + i /, dt ~·- -2' t(C) 

n 2 o ;.1 o 
(1.4) 

where all the apinor atructure that appear& in the original form (1.2.8) and (1.2.9) u an infinite 
product of Dirac matricea i1 accumulated by the one-dimenaional We11-Zumino term (11.2.62). To 
thi1 end the apace-time dimen1ion wa1 changed from D to 2d and the dimen1ionally extended 
1pinor functional M1.~[:i:] wu calculated. 

2. Dimensional reduction of the spinor functional 
To evaluate the propagator and effective action of fermion•, one ha1 to perform the inveue 
truaformation, ca.lled dimw.tional reduction, on the 1pinor functional M2.1[:i:] with the u1e of 
relation (1.3). We tubstitutc (1.4) into eq.(L3) and perform integra.tion over vn.riablea :i: .. (t), 
(o = D + 1, ... ,4d'- 1) 

Mo[z[ = fo Vp(y)'Dp(•)O (~ ~y;e~l(•)) )1, z(T))(I, z(O)I 

xexp(-.!_d/,r dtf;~J•Iil(z)z.(t)+i/,r dt~,- ~t(C)) (2.1) 
2 0 i•l 0 2 

to obtain 6-functio111 tht impoBe reBtridion• on the component! o£ vector k,. or on the variable• 
lfj and .z:~' 1 : 

1 .. 
k.=2dL~Je~I(•)=O, o=D+I, ... ,4d'-1 (2.2) 

J-• 
1Hencdorth eq1.(l.X.Y) and (II.X.Y) •hould be undentood u equa.\ion {X.Y) of reU.[l] and [2), re1pectivcly. 
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where functions e~)(z) are related to z}i) by equality (11.2.30): 

(2.3) 

To simplify eq.(2.1) one has to solve equations (2.2) and reconstruct the integrand and integration 

measure on the space of solutions. 
We note that hereafter the space-time dimension is implied to have only odd values 

D=2v+l, veZ 

since the spinor functional for even values of Dis easily calculable with the use of eq.(ll.2.2). 

2.1. Solution of the reduction equation 

Let us fin:d at :first all the restrictions on y; following from eq.(2.2). Note that the identity: 

(k,.r")2 = (k,.'Y")2 = k!. 1 = k! ·1 = ~Tr(k .. r")2 

holds where p. = 1, 2, ... , D. A~ter substitution into it of decomposition (11.2.26) in the form 

k,.r" = I:j~1 yjP;(z) on.e gets: 

24 1 24 
k! = 'EyJP;(z) =- 'EYJ ·1 

i=t 2d j=l 

0' 
k! = yJ = yj, Vi,j 

So, it follows from eq.(2.2) that 
Y;=±Yi> i=j=j (2.4) 

There is an ambiguity in the sign assignment restricted by the only condition: 

The ambiguity disappears, however, when one recalls the definition (11.2.42) of the region n of 

vector y = (Yt, ... , Y24): 
(2.5) 

and Weyl chambers C; are defined in eq.(Il.2.43). 

Combining eqs.(2.4) and (2.5) we conclude that components of the vector y being solutions of 

eq.(2.2) assume one of the following values: 

C1 : Yt = Y2 = · · = y,· = · · · = Yd = -Y4+t = · · = -Yi = · · · = -Y24 

C; : y; = Y2 = · · · = Yt = · · = Y<l = -Y<~+I = · · · = -Yi = · · · = -Y24, 

Ci: Yi = Y2 = · · · = Y; = · · · = Y4 = -Y<~+t = · · · = -Yt = · · · = -Y24• 

(2.6) 

and the first two expressions a.re identical. So, in the region n eq.(2.2) has (d + 1) solutions for 

vector" y. All these solutions lie at the boundary of the Weyl chambers, that is, on the hyperplanes 
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where, a.s shown in sect.2.2.2 of re£.[2], the residual gauge invariance of MD[Z] under transforma

tions of the Weyl group appears and the gauge fixing additional to eq.(ll.2.20) is required. 

Let us substitute solutions (2.6) into the original eq.(2.2). For y E C,, (i $d) we have 

' " I:•:?1(z)- I: '~l(z) ~ 0, a~ D + 1, ... ,4d' -1 
j=:l i=d+l 

and using the property (11.2.31a): L~!_1 e~jl(z) = 0 one gets 

' e~1 l(z) + Le~l(z) = 0, y E c,, i :-:; d (2.7) 
i=2 

For y E Ci, j 2:: d+ 1 eq.(2.7) is replaced by the analogous relation: 

(2.8) 

Each of the functions e~l(z) depends for a fixed index i only on variables z)'l, j = 1, 2, ... , 2d. At 

the same time eqs.(2.7) and (2.8) differ in upper indices of function& e~>{z), (i 2:: 2). Therefore 

the solutions of these equations may be obtained from one another by a mere redefinition of the 

variables z~'), i 2:: 2. For this reason only eq.(2.7) is solved in the next section. 

2.2. The choise of ansatz 

Using eq.(2.3) we rewrite eq.(2.7) in terms of harmonic coordinates as: 

' I:ubl(z)r.ulil(z)~O, a~D+1, ... ,4d'-1 (2.9) 
i=l 

where r.., denote all possible matrices of order 2d except for the unit matrix and Dirac matrices 

t~-', Jl = 1,2, ... ,D. The general form ofr.., is 

(2.10a) 

where C means a traceless matrix of order d, A and B are a matrices of order d restricted by the 

conditions: 
(2.10b) 

Jl = 1, 2, ... , D ~ 2 and i"~-' are Dirac matrices in the (D - 2)-dimensional Euclidean space. 

Let us find the solutions of eq.(2.9) in the form: 

( (i)) 
ul'l(z) ~ ~(') (2.1la) 

where 
(2.11b) 
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• 

z~') = 1 and N,N, = {1 + z<•>z<•>r\ z<•>z<•> = I:#; f;'lzYl. Substituting this ansatz into 
eq.(II.2.51) one finds the restrictions on functions ,pC•J and x<•J following from the properties 
of harmonics: 

L!~t ¢~>.;,~> ~ , .. 
Ll~t x~lx~' = 6afj 

:El~t if~>x~> ~ o 
E:=t (tj;~>""~' + x~>x!P) = fii 

where a, {3, i,j = 1, 2, ... ,d. 
Eqs.(2.9) and (2.10) imply that ,pC•l and x<'l satisfy the system of equations: 

1:;',, >P''>c.p(9 ~ o 
Et=l x<•>cx<•> = o 
Lt,, (x''> M''> +if''> Bx''>) ~ o 

Let us examine the properties of eqs.(2.12) and (2.13). 

2.3. The properties of the system of equations 

(2.12•) 

(2.12b) 

(2.12c) 

(2.12d) 

(2.13a) 

(2.13b) 

(2.13c) 

We decompose the traceless matrix Cover the basis of matrices of order d defined in (A.4) and 
obtain from eqs.(2.13a,b): 

• • 
I: 'Pi'>.;,~> ~ c, '·•· I:x~>x~> ~ c,o., 
i=:t i=:t 

where C1 and C2 are some positive definite functions of variables 4'· It follows from eq.(2.12d) 
that 

(2.14) 

Now we take eq.(2.13c) and in it set subsequently A= B = t., and then A= -B =if'.,, where 
i'., are all possible matrices of order d except for the unit matrix and Dirac matrices i'w The two 
resulting equations imply that Et .. t x<•Jf'a,p(i) = 0 or 

• 
L'f/1~) X~)= Cr5af3- iC~ (1'~)af3 (2.15) 
;:1 

where o:,{J = 1, 2, ... , d and Cr, C~ are some unknown functions. Cr and C~ may possess only 
real values. To prove it, one chooses two allowed values of matrices in eq.(2.13c): 

A~ -B ~ il, 1:;',, (x''>.p(•>- ¢">x''>) ~ o 
A= B = -r~ : Et=:l (x<'>.y~-¢><•> + T,b<•>-r#x<'>) = o 

and after substitution of eq.(2.15) 
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Thus the original system (2.13) may be rewritten as 

Ef=t ,Ji~>,p~>·=Ct5aiJ 

D'=t X~) X~) == C2 5o/J 

L:f=t ,p~J X~) = Ci 6 .. 11- iC10 ('Y")o.,a 

• 

(2.16a) 

(2.16b) 

(2.16c) 

where all functions C; are real and obey eq.(2.14). The left-hand side of eqs.(2.16) contains the 

sum of different harmonics (the sum over the harmonic index). Let us transform eq.(2.16) to the 

form where the sum of harmonics is repla.ced by the sum over components of a fixed harmonic 

(with a :fixed index of the harmonic). 
The function tf!:l may represented as 

,P~) ~ jC. (a\G\i) 

and it follows from eq.(2.16a) tha.t G is a unitary opera.tor Gat = 1. Hence, etc= 1 or 

• E '¢i'> ,pfjl = Ct fti 
"'"'1 

In an analogous manner one has from eq.(2.16b) 

' E x~> x~> = c, Ci 
a=l 

(2.17a) 

(2.17b) 

Now we multiply the two last relations by x}P and t/J~>, respectively, and sum over repeated 

indices with the use of eq.(2.16): 

(2.!8a) 

and 
(2.!8b) 

The quantities C1 , C1 , C1, C~ ate new additional variable• in the 1ystem (2.16). The functions C1 

and C, may be determined from eqs.(2.17) but tlte functions 0 1 and C~ ate found from eq.(2.18a): 

2Crl?; ~ ;;;l;l,pUl + {>l;lxl;) 

2C~~; = i(x<•>..y~"'(i' - ~·>..y~x(i>) (2.19) 

Recalling definition (2.11) of "'(i) and x<•J we conclude that 0 1 , 0 2 , Cr, C~ u functions of the 

coordinates of harmonics do not depend on the index of harmonic•: 

(2.20) 

It turns out that there are some relations between the function• C;. The simplest one follows 

from eq.(2.18a): 

or with the use of eqs.(2.17) 
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Together with eq.(2.20) the last. relation is one of the constraints on the coordinates z)') of harmon

ics. The total number of the constraints is found from eq.(2.18a). At a fixed index i of harmonics 

and a = 1, 2, ... , d we have 2d real equations (2.18a) for ( D - 1) variables Cr, C~ ( C1 , C2 are 
given by eqs.(2.17)). After their elimination 

n(D) ~ 2d- (D- 1): 2{D/t[- D + 1 (2.21) 

equations remain that are constraints on variables z)'>. For different values of the space-time 
dimension the 'number of constraints is: 

n(D) ~ 0 forD,; 5, n(D ~ 7) ~ 2, n(D ~ 9) ~ 8 ... 

Their explicit form may be obtained from eq.(2.18a). For instance, at D 
constraints: one of them 

and its complex conjugate. 

2.4. Properties of the solutions 

(2.22) 

7 we have two 

(2.23) 

Let us assume in this section that all the solutions of eq.(2.7) are known and one tries to calculate 
the integrand of eq.(2.1) on the space of solutions. 

All the dependence of the integrand in eq.(2.1) on the variables Yi and z?) is contained in the 

components of the vector k": 

where eqs.(2.6} and (11.2.3la} are applied. With eqs.(2.3} and (2.11) and the explicit form (A.6) 

of the Dirac matrices ...,~ we get for the function e~>: 

where a= 1,2, ... ,D- 2. 
eq•.(2.17) and (2.19) and 

The components of e~l are easily identified with the right-hand side of 

e~>(z) = (2C,., 2Cr, C1 - C2) 

The dependence of e~l on the index i of harmonics dis3.ppears in this relation and therefore: 

(2.24) 

and for the vector k~ we get 

(2.25) 

Thus on the space of solutions the components of k~ are proportional to the variables C;, that 

appear in eq.(2.16} and all one needs now is to calculate C; in terms of the variables zj'l. The 

expressions for C, are given by eqs.(2.17) and (2.19). According to eq.(2.20) C; do not depend 
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on the index of harmonic and they may be chosen to depend only on the components z?) of the 

harmonic 1Pl. 
As a result, one concludes from eqs.(2.25) and (2.20) that on the space of solutions of eq.(2. 7) 

the vector k~ and the integrand in eq.(2.1) are both functions only of the variables z}1
): 

(2.26a) 

where the gauge condition (11.2.43) and eq.(2.6) are used. 

Eq.(2.26a) means that for the calculation of the integrand in (2.1) it is not necessary to solve 

eq.(2.2). It is sufficient to use some properties of the system (2.13). Nevertheless, a comment is 

in order. We have noticed in sect.2.3 that eqs.(2.18) implies that variables z?) are restricted by 

n(D) additional conditions. Therefore determining vector k,. with the use of eq.(2.26a) one has 

to keep in mind n(D) constraints 

'" (i1l z~ 1 )) = 0 1 2 (D) r<~~ 3 , 3 
, a = , , ... , n (2.26b) 

following from eqs.(2.18). 
All the above considerations were related to eq.(2. 7) that was one of the solutions of eq.(2.2). 

Let us turn to eq.(2.8). It was pointed out at the end of sect.2.1 that the solutions of eqs.(2. 7) 

and {2.8) are related to one another by the mere redefinition of the coordinates z}'), i ;:::: 2 of 

harmonics. However the solution (2.26) does not depend on the variables z)'), i ;:::: 2 and the above 

transformation does not change its form. So on the space of .solutions of eq.(2.8) we have finally 

the relations: 

k,. = k"'(Yt. z}1>), Yt ::=:; 0 

!p.,(z?>, zY)) = 0, a= 1,2, ... , n(D) 

differing from (2.26) only by the replacement of the gauge condition on y1 . 

2.5. Calculation of the integration measure 

The integration measure in eq.(2.1) may be written as 

dDk = .r"'-'k6(k.) = d~(y)d~(z) 6 ud Ey;'~)(z))' a=D+1, ... ,4cf-1 

(2.27) 

(2.28) 

where the measures dp.(y) and dp.(z) have been obtained earlier in eqs.(TI.2.70) and (11.2.77). lf 

one tries to eliminate some integration variables with the use of the 6-functions, then with a formal 

substitution of solutions (2.6) of eq.(2.2) into eq.(2.28) the equality d~t(Y) = 0 will be obtained. We 

will demonstrate in this section that this strange result is a consequence of the gauge invariance 

of the spinor functional under residual transformations (11.2.21) of the Weyl group. 

Consider metric (11.2.66) on the space of solutions (2.6), (2.26) and (2.27): 

(2.29) 

where eq.(2.25) is used. Since all e}.1l(z) depend only on variables zy>, the above relation implies 

for the integration measure 
(2.30) 
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where the power of Yt is fixed by dimensional counting. To find the integration measure dJLD(z(1l), 
one has to resolve the following problem: the number of independent variables z?l (with n(D) 
constraints taken into account) is much larger than the number of components of vector kw A 
problem like that did not appear when one calculated the measure dJL(y,z} in eq.(II.2.68). The 
origin of this problem was stressed above. It is the residual gauge invariance of the metric under 
gauge transformations of variables A'). 
2.5.1. Residual gauge invariance 

It is proved in sect.2.4 of ref.[2I that the spinor functional M 2d[i] is invariant under gauge trans
formations of the Weyl group and gauge condition (II.2.20) has been fixed demanding for vector 
y .to lie in the fundamental Weyl chamber y E C1 . Solution {2.6) implies that vector y lies at the 
boundary of the Weyl chambers where, as pointed out in sect.2.2.2 of ref.[2] , the residual gauge 
invariance exists. Indeed, some components of the vector y in eq.(2.6) are equal to each other 
and, as a result, vector y is invariant under the following transformations of the Weyl group: 

Y-+ O"a(Y) = y, y E Ct, a:= e1 ~ e;, d?: i?: 2 (2.31a) ., 
The action of the Weyl group on the harmonics is obtained from eqs.(II.2.60) and (II.2.50): 

W: u~1 )(z)-+ u~1)(z,a) = u~'l(z), a:= e1 ~ e;: (2.3lb) 

that is the Weyl group acting on u}1l replaces an upper index of a harmonic. 
We conclude from eqs.(2.31) that the sets of variables (Yl> zJ1l} and (y1 , z}'l) are gauge equiva

lent, that is, the solutions (2.26) and (2.27) and metric (2.29) are invariant under discrete trans
formations (2.31). The validity of this important property may be easily checked with the use of 
eq.(2.25). Namely, vector kp. being a function (2.25) of variables 0;: (that do not depend on the 
index of a harmonic according to eq.(2.20)) is invariant under transformations (2.31). 

Thus, to eliminate the residual gauge ambiguity, w:e have to impose constraints additional to 
eq.(2.21) on variables z?l, ~t). Their number 

n,(D).~ 2(d- 1) 

is twice as large as the number of different transformations {2.31). As a result, from 2(2d ~ 1) 
variables z}1l, zy>, j?: 2 only 

2(2d- 1)- n(D)- n,(D) ~ D- 1 

variables are really independent and this is in accordance with the number of integration variable_s 
in eq.(2.30). To deri-l!e the explicit form of n1(D) constraints and to evaluate the integration 
measure in eq.(2.30), consider the special case D = 5. 

2.5.2. Special case: D = 5 

At D = 5 (or d = 2) we denote the coordinates of a. h.armonic u<1l by 

u<>l ~ N ( ;~ ) ~ ( ~~:: ) (2.32) 
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where N N = (1 + Z1z1 + Z:z: + Z3z3)-
1

• After substitution of this expression into system (2.13) 

one succeeds in solving the equations to derive an expression for a harmonic u<2l: 

(2.33) 

where <pis an arbitrary function. Its appearance is connected with the fact that system (2.13) is 

invariant for general D under the following transformation of harmonics: 

where G is a unitary ma.trix of order d. At D = S there are, in addition, two harmonics u<3 ) and 

u(<~). We denote 

(2.34) 

and notice that according to the orthogonality condition ofha.rmonics (11.2 . .51): u<1lu(3) = u<2lu(3) = 
0 the variables t; satisfy the equations: 

(2.35) 

The solutions of these e.quations imply, for instance, that t 2 and t 3 are functions of variables .;, Z; 

and_ t,. The expression for a harmonic u<4> is found with the use of rel~ons (11.2.52) and (2.35): 

The harmonics u<1l and u<2l are related to one another by th auge transformation (2.31b) '~ 
of the Weyl group. With the use of eqs.(2.31),{2.32) and (2.33) we . d the transformation law of 

variables zo under this transforma.tion: 

0' 1 f 3 f 2 
W : Zt -+ ZJ,<> = --=- z2 -+ z2, .. = - z3 ..... z3, .. = --=- (2.36) 

~ ~ ~ 

There is an analogous relation between harmonica u<3) and u<4>. To eliminate the residual gauge 

ambiguity (2.36) one has to impose n1(D = 5) = 2 additional gauge condltions on nriables z;, Z;. 

It follows from eq.(2.36) that gauge conditions may be chosen as 

Zt = const., f 1 = const. (2.37) 

Let us express vector k" in terms of variables z; with the use of eq.(2.25): 

k" = y1 (v + v,i(v- v), -i(w- w), w + w,(1- 4vti- 4ww)112
) (2.38) 
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where V = v*, W = w• and 

ZtZ2- za ziZa + z2 

v = 1 +Z'tz1 .+ Z2z2 + Zaza' w = 1 + ZtZt + Z2z2 + Zaza 

It may be ea.sily verified that V, wand k" are invariant under gauge transformations (2.36). After 
substitution of eq.(2.38) into relation (2.29) the metric is given by: · 

' 4 • . 
ds2 = dyf + -( ": )2 {dZtdzt(Z2z2 + Zaza) + (dz2dzz + dZadza)(l + itzt) 

1 + zz 

+ ( -dzl[di2(ztZ2- za) + .tza(ztia + z2)] + c.c.)} 

and Zz = i;z;. It is invariant under (2.36). Now we fix gauge (2.37) and de,rive 

2 2 2 1 + itZt ( _ _ 
ds = dy1 + 4y1 -( _ ) 2 dz2 dz2 + dz3 dz3) 

1 + zz 

Hence, the normalized integration measure in gauge (2.37) is 

Yt 2:: 0 

(2.39) 

(2.40) 

Let /(k) be an arbitrary even function and consider an integral (for odd fuction the integral 
vanishes) 

where eqs.(2.25} and (2.40) are used. In this relation variables i 1 , z1 play a special role: they 
fix gauge (2.37) and therefore they are arbitrary constant parameters. At the same time Z is 
gauge invariant under transformations of the Weyl group (2.36) and does not depend on the 
gau.ge coz:t:Ution (2.37), that is, o~ the variables i~, z1 . To P.{_ove this sta.t~ment, the integrat~on 
va.rtables z2,z2,Z:s,z3 are replaced m Z by the va.nables f2,t,;£;s,t3 defin,ed m eq.(2.34) and wtth 
eqs.(2.24),(2.25) and (II.2.31a} taken into account: 

1 I · 
k" = Yte~1)(z) = 2Yt(e~1>(z) + e~2>(z)) = -2y1 (e~3>(t) + e~4>(t)) = -y1 e~3>(t) = -y1 e~1>(t) 

The integral Z is replaced by the expression 

that differs from the original expression only by the replaceinent of it, z1 by arbitrary parameters 
ft. t 1. Hence, Z does not depend on it. z1. To eliminate the dependence of Z on the gauge 
condition, we apply a trick analOgous to the Faddeev-Popov one [3]. Namely, let us multiply the 
right~ hand side of the last equation by unity: 
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and identify the integration variables Zt, z1 in this relation with the parameters Zl> z1 in integral 
z, 

z- 2 (
00 d -f. I dZtdztdZ2dzzdZadzaf( (>)( )) 

. - 161!' Jo Yt y1 ( 21ri)3 ( 1 + Zz)"- Yte z 

Thus, at D = 5 the integration measure (2.30) on the space of solutions of eq.(2.2) is: 

d'k 'd 4 dZtdztdZzdzzdZadz3 (2 .)_3 8 2d • d ( ) 
= 161!' Yt Yt ( _ _ _ )4 1!'t = -1r Yt Yt /J.o z 

1 + ZtZt + Z2Z2 + Z3Z3 3 
(2.41) 

and it is surprising that the measure d~to(z) coincides with G-invariant measure (11.2.56) on the 

manifold SU(4)/U(3) ~ CP'. 
Let us compare expressions (II.2.77) and (2.41). We notice that at D = 5 on the space 

of solutions of eq.(2.2) only one factor remains in eq.(II.2. 77) corresponding to the integration 

measure over coordinates of a harmonic u(1l. It is natural to expect that an analogous effect takes 

place for arbitrary D. However, for D > 5 there are n(D) additional constraints on variables 

zY> and the integration measure is expected to be the· product of the G-in variant measure on the 

manifold SU(2d)JU(2d- 1) and corresponding 6-functions: 

..(D) 

dDk=constdy1 y{'-1 d~to(z(1 )) II 6(rp .. (z(1l,z(t))) 
o:=l 

We will prove this relation in the next section. 

2.5.3. Integration measure for arbitrary D 

(2.42) 

It was the explicit form (2.33) of solutions of eq.(2.2) that enabled us to derive eq.(2.41) and fix 

gauge (2.37) at D = 5. At arbitrary D the solutions of eq.(2.2) are unknown. Nevertheless, the 

measure JD k can be found in that case. 
For arbitrary D the additional n1(D) = 2(d- 1} gauge conditions for variables z?l ,zjtl are 

chosen in the form: 
%~1 ) = const., f3 = 2, ... , d (2.43a) 

(2.43b) 

At D = 5 eqs.(2.37) and (2.43) are identicaL Now we have to prove that conditions (2.43) really 

fix gauge ambiguity (2.31). Under residual gauge transformations (2.31) we have: 

W: t/J~l)(z)--+ t/J~1 l(z, .. ) = tP¥\z), a= et- ej 

The gauge (2.43) implies that 

(1 + z(t)z(t)?/2,p1t\z) = (1 + £,!.tlz,!.tl)t/2,p1t)(z, .. ) = (1 + zUlz(j))tf2,p~l(z), a= et- ej 

but this relation contradicts the orthogonality conditi'on (11.2.51) of harmonics: 

d 

L: .j;~'\z),p~l(z) = 5';c, c, > o 
{3:1 
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Thus, gauge (2.43) unambiguously fixes gauge transformations in eqs.(2.31). Then expression 

(2.29) for the metric looks like 

where 

Using eq.(2.18b) one gets 

d (i>i><'l,p<'>(l + z<'li'l)](l + z<'l i'lJ-') 
..,z;<1Jtj.(1)(1 + z<tlz(1l)d(1 + z(1)z(t)}-t 

d ((I+ z(t)z(tJ)tfzc~x£.1l) = (dCr 5.,.13 +ide,. (..:Y"').,..s) (1 + t..tJ z<tl)tfz,p~tJ 

O< 

Hence, after a simple calculation metric (2.44) is given by: 

-{1) (1) 

d ' - d 2 2 1 + z, z, d~')d (') 
~ - Yt + 4yt (1 + z(t)z{1J)2 z.,. z.,. 

where i = 2, ... ,d and a= d+ 1, ... ,2d. 

(2.44) 

(2.45) 

At D = 5 eqs.(2.39) and (2.45) coincide. To find the measure using eq.(2.45), one has to resolve 

n(D) constraints on variables zY) and single out (D- 1) ind'?pendent integration variables. The 

general form of constraints follows from eqs.(2.17a},(2.19), (2.18b): 

rp.,.(z<tl, z(tJ) 2( .~;(l),p<t>)x~> _ (x<tJ,p(1J + ~(tJx<tl)-,p£_1J 

-(~'1'i"'x< 1>- x'1 'i"''I/J'1 ')(i"').,..stf~1 l = o 
rf'.,.+,.<DJ/2(z<tl' z<t>) = (rp.,.(z<t>, z<1l))* 

(2.46a) 

and a = 1, ... , n(D)/2. This is a system of n(D) reallineat equations for variables xi1l , Xi1l. At 

D = 7 the last relation is replaced by eq.(2.23): 

(1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (t) 

( 
(1) -(t)) _ z6 - z2 z~ + z3 z8 - z4 z7 _ 

0 1>'1 z ,z - 1+z(t)z(1) - (2.46b) 

and 
l>'2(z{1J,z(t)) = (1Pt(z<1J,z<tl))" 

With eqs.(2.45) and (2.46) the general expression for the integration measure is: 

D - D-1 1/2 (1 + z, Zt ) n dz.,. dz.,. n (1) -(1))) 
( 

-(1) {1) ) d-n(D)/Z 2d -{1) (1) n(D) 

d k- oon•ldy,y, g (D) (! -(') ('))' 2 . 6(1'.(• ,z 
+ z z a.=D+1 '!n <>=1 

(2.47) 
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where 

g(D) ~ det la4')"•(,<'l, t'l) a4'l"'(z<'l, z<'l) +(a- b)l 

and i = 2, ... ,d; f3 = d+ 1, ... ,2d; a,b = 1, ... ,n(D). 
We carry out the calculation of g(D) for two values of the space~time dimension: for D = 5 

there are no constraints at all and 
g(D ~ 5) ~I; 

forD= 7 using eq.(2.46b) we have 

Therefore for arbitrary D we assume that 

(
(I+ zi'lzi')) )n(D) 

g( D) = const. {1 + z(1)z{l))2 

The arguments of 6-functions in eq.(2.47) are the constraints invariant under transformations 
of the Weyl group (2.31). In this equation the variables zPl, zPl, (i = 2, ... , d) are arbitrary 
constant parameters, and any integral of the form J dDk f(k) rewritten in terms of variables y1 

and z[t) is gauge invariant under the transformations (2.31) and therefore it does not depend on 

the variables z!1l, zP), (i :-::; d). The proof of this statement is analogous to the one of eq.(2.41). 
Hence, multiplying the right-hand side of (2.47) by unity 

I " dzV>dz~
1 ) 1 

(d- 1)! }l ~ (1 + zjt>zp>)" = 1 

we derive the final expression for the integration measure on the space of solutions of eq.(2.2) 

D - D-1 dz(t)dz{t) 1 n(JID) (t) -{t) 
d k- constdy1 y1 . 2., 1 ( -(t) (I))2" 6((f' .. (z ,z )) 

(2~1) 1 + Z Z a:o:l 

suggested in eq.(2.42}. 
Now we are completely prepared to calculate the apinor functional defined by eq.(2.1}. 

3. Conclusions 

We find the final expression for the spinor functional (2.1), for odd values of the space-time dimen
sion, combining equations (2.28),(2.42) and (2.25) for the integration measure and momentum k~>, 
respectively, on the space of solutions of the dimensional reduction equation (2.2): 

n(D) 

Mv[iJ ~ I V~(y,)V~o(z) JI 5(,.(,,z))II,,(T))(I,,(O)I 
a=l 

(3.1) 
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where VJto(z) is the G-invariant measure on the manifold SU(2d)/U(2d- 1} and integration 
measure D~t(y1 ) is defined as 

T 
r=-

N 

The integration region in this relation: 

-oo < Y1 < oo 

is the union of regions (2.26a) and (2.27). After integration of eq.(3.1} over y1 one gets 

n(D) . 

MD[<) ~ I Vpo(z) .IJ 5(<p.(z, i)) 11, z(T))(1, z(0)15(D~>) ( 1 - e~'l(z)<.) exp (- ~<li( C)) (3.2) 

Let us compare this equation with the initial relation for the spinor functional (1.2.8a) derived 
in sect.2.3 of ref.[1). We note that all the transformations of the spinor functional described in 
the previous sections are reduced to the following replacements of variables in eq.(l2.8a} 

e~1>(z) 

I[ e) 11, z(T))(1, z(O)I exp ( -~>t(C)) (3.3) 

n(D) I Vp,(z) IT 5(<p.(z,i)) 
a=l 

ve,.6(1- e!) 

The dimension D of space-time in eq.(3.3) has to have only odd values. 
Eq.(3.2) expresses the spinor functional as a sum over all paths on the complex projective space 

CP2d-I. To calculate this sum it is useful to return back to eq.(I.2.8b) where all the integrations 
were made and perform in it transformations of the variables :i:,. and ![:i:] analogous to eq.(3.3). 
To this !!nd we recall the relations (1.1) and (1.2) for the propagator and effective action and 
consider the following expression involved in them: 

[ Dz,.MD[:i:]Pexp(ig 1• dz,.A,.(z)) 

I v<.5 (•- y- { dto) MD[<)Pexp (ig { d~<.A.(z(t))) 
jvz,.s(z-y- fox dt:t) 6('¥>(1-:i:2)I[Z]Pexp(ig£" dt:i:,.A,.(z(t))) (3.4) 

where eq.(l2.8b) is used and the P-exponential depends on the function z,.(t) expresst;d in terms 
of integration variables 

z,.(t) = y,. + l dr i:,.(r), z,.(T) = z,. 

The &.fUnction iD eq.(3.4) vanishes as :i:2 =F 1 but its action on (1 - :i:2 ) differs from zero. To 
deal with this function we assume following re£.[4) that only terms with the maximum singularity 
at i:2 = 1 contribute to the path integral (3.4). This means (as remarked in sect.2.4 of re£.[1]} 
that the integrand of eq.(3.4) may be calculated under the additional condition i:2 = 1. After 
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decomposition of the vector :i:J.< onto radial and angular parts the functional integral over the radial 

variables is easily calculated with the use of the 6-function but the remaining integral over the 

anglular variables is reduced after transformation (3.3) to the following relation 

L"'v:cJ.<Mv[:i:]Pexp(igi"' dx~>AJ.<(:c)) = jvJLo(z)]J: 6(lf!,.(z,z))6(z-y- for dte(l)(z)) 

x exp ( -~q;(C)) 11, •(T))(l, z(O)IPexp (ig { dt e~l(,)A, (y + J.' dr ,C>l(z))) (3.5) 

Hence, for odd values of the space-time dimension we derive the following bosonic path integral 

representation for the propagator of interacting fermions 

S(z,y; A) ~ r dTexp(-TM) j V~o(•) 1J.>(op.(z, z))S ( z- y- { dte<'l(z)) 

xll,z(T))(l,z(O)Iexp (-~q;(c)) Pexp (ig { dz,A,(z)) (3.6) 

where the integration contour of the P-exponential is defined as 

zJ.<(t) = YJ.< + f dre(1)(z), zJ.<(T) = :cJ.< 

For the effective action we have the relation (D =odd} 

W[A] ~ f d: exp(-TM) j dDy j V~0(z) 1J.: S(op.(z, <))S ({ dtei'l(z)) 

x (1, z(0)11, z(T)) exp (- ~q;(C)) 1'< P exp (ig / dz,A,(z)) (3. 7) 

h (1 (0)11 (T)) , •• ,,).(T) w all th t 11 ) . h t t t I th 
w ere , z , z = {(l+!{O)~(o))(lH(T)~(r)))•/ 2 • e rec a , z ts a co eren s a e or e 

SU(2d) group defined in sect.2.5 of ref.[2] C is the path z = z(t), t E {0, T] on the complex 

projective space cpzd-t. ~(C) is the one-dimensional Wess-Zumino tenn given by eq.(II.2.62). 

DJ.'o(z} is the G-invariant measure on the manifold SU(2d)fU(2d- 1) defined in eq.(II.2.56). 

Vector e}}l(z) was introduced in eq.(2.3) and is equal to the matrix element of the Dirac ma

trix (1,zl-rJ.<Il,z) The functions lfl,.(z,Z), (a= l, ... ,n(D)) are constraints (2.46a) on complex 

variables zo, (i = 1, ... ,2d- 1) imposed by the dimensional reduction equation (2.2). 
To evaluate the spinor functional for even values of the space-time dimension we note that 

eqs.(1.2.8b) and (3.4) are fulfilled for arbitrary D. At the same time to perform the transformation 

(3.3) of eq.(3.4) for even D we identically transform eq.(3.4) 

J D:i:D+t DZJ.< 6(ZD+t) 6 ( :c- y - loT dt:i:) M D[:i:J P exp (ig loT dt ZJ.<AJ.<(:c(t))) 

where p. = l, ... ,D. Now the dimension (D + 1) of the :i:-space has odd value and the use of 

the transformation (3.3) is justified. As a result, for even values of the ,space-time dimension 

the final representations for spinor functional, spinor propagator and effective action differ from 

eqs.(3.5),(3.6) and (3.7) by the following factor 

S(xD.,) ~ S(egt,(z)) 
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Thus, for even D the summation in eqs.(3.5)-(3. 7) is performed over all the paths on the complex 
projective space CP24- 1 for which (D+1)-dimensional vectors e~1)(z) lie at the subspace egL(z) = 
0. 

At D = 2, 3 representations (3.6) and (3. 7) coincide with expressions (2.26) and (2.27) pro
posed earlier. 

Thus in the present paper we derived the representations (3.6) and (3.7) for the effective action 
and propagator of Dirac fermions interacting with a nonabelian gauge field in D-dimensional 
Euclidean space-time as sums over all bosonic paths on the complex projective space cp'ld-t, 
(d = 2(D/l]-1 ). Now several important questions are raised: 

1) How the well-known renormal.ization properties of the effective action and propagator follow 
from eqs.(3.6) and (3. 7)? 

2) The effective action of interacting fel'mions for odd D contains the Weyl anomaly. It is 
interesting to reproduce this anomaly contribution starting with eq.(3. 7). 

3) What kind of bosonic theory leads to the same path integral representations (3.6) and (3. 7)? 
The answer to this question will allow us to establish the Bose-Fermi correspondence in higher 
dimensions. 

All these problems will be the subject of forthcoming papers. 
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Appendix. Dirac matrices in D-dimensional Euclidean 
space-time 
Dirac matrices are defined as solutions of the matrix equation 

"'f~'-1"+1""'f~=2g"", J.t,II=1,2, ... ,D (A.l) 

Let us introduce the matrices "'(~1 ~1 ... ~: 

"'f~tl'-2·"~ =.in(n-1)/2"'(~,"'tm .. '"'f~<w.] (A.2) 

where [· · ·] denotes antisymmetrization. We briefly dwell on the properties of Dirac matrices: 
1. The order of -y-matrices is equal to 2(D/21. 
2. Any two systems of 7-matrices being solutions of eq.(A.l) are related by the following 

transformation 
,.~ = r-l"Y~T 

where Tis some nondegenerate matrix of ordel' 2[D/31. 
3. Solutions of eq.(A.l) may be chosen to be hermitian, unitary and traceless matrices 

1j = 'Y~, 'Y!u•t .. ·~<w. = 1~tl'o"'"" 
'Y~'Y~ = "'f~t!-17'"1'-. 'Y~ti-17 "J.<-to = 1 

Tr1~o~ = Tr"'f~1 i'l ... ,.. = 0 
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4. Under the change of the space-time dimension from D = 2v to D = 2v + 1 the order of 

-y"-matrices is not changed but their total number is increased by unity and 

(A.3) 

5. At v = [D/2] the system of (22"- 1) matrices 

(AA) 

is linearly independent and forms the basis of all traceless matrices of order 2". It means that any 

traceless matrix of order 2" may be decomposed over the basis with the use of the Fierz identity 

2~-1 

L (f"'),~B (f")cn = 2"6BcSAD- SAsScn (A.s) 
.. =1 

6. An explicit form of 1"-matrices for arbitrary Dis determined by means of recursion relations: 
At D = 2 the Dirac matrices coincide with the Pauli matrices 

( 
0 -i) 

"Yt=U2= i Q, 

At D = 3 the third matrix (A.3) is added 

At D = 2v we have dim1" = 2" and "Y"·lc.atrices have the block structure 

-i.Y, ) 
0 , J.i = 1, 2, ... , 2v - 1 (A.6) 

where "YP are the Dirac matrices of order 2"-1 in the D = 2v-1 dimensional Euclidean space-time. 

At D = 2v + 1 one has to add the matrix (A.3) 

12~+l = ( ~ _
0
1 ) (A.7) 

to matrices (A.6). 
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